EGAN BUILT TO INSPIRE

INFINITE COLOR PALETTE™
1,050 Standard Colors | No Up-Charge | Egan Glass Products
Egan Infinite Palette™

1,050 Standard Colors + Unlimited Custom Colors!

It's easy to specify the color you want for Egan GlassWrite™ and EganAero™ products. In this book you’ll find over 1,000 standard, no-upcharge colors. Custom colors are also available – select from the Pantone®, RAL®, or other industry ... deposition, Egan offers industry-leading colormatching by matching the paint color to the sample within 1.0 Delta E (dE).

A dE of 1.0 is defined by ColorWiki as: "A dE of 1 or less between two colors that are not touching is barely perceptible by the average human observer". For comparison, "a dE between 3 and 6 is typically considered an acceptable match in commercial use".

Specify EganINK™ for bespoke graphics on a wide array of Egan products, including GlassWrite™ and EganAero™ in EganINK art is then complemented by your choice from the Egan Infinite Palette, should a background color be required.

EganINK is a digital print technology that has been developed by Egan to work with dry erase surfaces including GlassWrite and EganAero. EganINK is printed subglass prior to the deposition of the paint, for a pristine finish when installed. Egan is experienced in working with you on a variety of designs and file formats.

EganINK features a 6-color (CMYK+2+White) native capability, bringing you photorealistic print at 864,000 dots/in², but relies on your source file image quality. Products size is limited to a max of 6'6" x 10'0". EganINK bond strength deposition is tested to the ASTM D3359 standard.
Egan GlassWrite products feature low-iron tempered safety glass, are guaranteed to clean and can be specified with any color from the Egan Infinite Palette.

Egan GlassWrite products are tempered under strict tolerances for a superior finish and minimal iridescence and inspected for mechanical integrity to ensure a professional grade finish and performance. The deposition also ensures a consistent color, and strong paint-to-glass bond strength and tested to the ASTM-D4541 standard.

To complete your space, Egan offers the industry-leading range of glass presentation products including:

**Presentation Boards:**
- GlassWrite
- GlassWrite Shapes
- GlassWrite Colors
- GlassWrite Boxcore
- EganAero
- EganAero Hover
- EganAero Boxcore

**Tables & Desks:**
- GlassWrite PowerPlane Table
- GlassWrite PowerPlane Desk
- GlassWrite MAG
- GlassWrite Table
- GlassWrite Desk

**Table Screens:**
- GlassWrite Lumens
- GlassWrite TableScreen
- GlassWrite TableScreen Boxcore

**Cabinets:**
- GlassWrite Cabinet
- EganAero Cabinet

**EganAero**
The world's highest-performance glassboard! Sub-1mm thin, EganAero effectively eliminates drop shadow parallax, giving you crisp, clear, legible content every time.

The original EganAero thinner than a coin when installed on the wall, is complemented by additional new products. EganAero can be specified in a range of Modern and Postmodern sub-glass finishes, or specify your color with Egan Infinite Palette.

Presentation Boards:
- EganAero
- EganAero Hover
- EganAero Boxcore